Doberman vs. German Shepherd: Which Breed is Best for You?
There are plenty of dog breeds to choose from when deciding what kind of canine to add
to your family. Both Dobermans and German Shepherds are popular guard dogs, but how do
they act in a more casual home setting? When it comes to Doberman vs. German Shepherds,
which one will be the better choice for you and your lifestyle?
Each breed has unique offerings that make them great pets. Take those into consideration
when deciding between the two and you’ll end up with a four-legged friend for life!
Appearance
Doberman Pinschers have a sleek, short-haired coat, that comes in red, fawn, blue, and
black varieties. Their wedge-shaped head is topped with pointed, erect ears, giving them a more
intimidating appearance. They are a muscular breed and stand between 24 and 28 inches.
Females are typically smaller and weigh between 60 and 90 pounds, whereas males can reach
up to 100 pounds.
German Shepherds are also known for their erect ears, but their coats are longer than
the Doberman’s. They are most often recognized by their stereotypical tan and black
appearance, but come in a multitude of colors, including sable, gray, and black. Again, females
are smaller than males. Female German Shepherds weigh in around 50-70 pounds, while males
can weigh as much as 90 pounds. They are shorter than Dobermans, with their height being
between 22 and 26 inches at the shoulder.
Temperament
When considering temperament in the Doberman vs. German Shepherd debate,
Dobermans definitely come out on top as the more active breed. Described as fearless, alert,
and loyal, the Doberman Pinscher is a high-energy breed that requires a fair bit of activity to
keep them engaged. When they’re not burning off energy, they prefer being near their human
companions.
German Shepherds may require less exercise than their Doberman counterpart, but they are
still an athletic breed. Regular exercise will keep them happy and healthy. Their popularity as a
breed stems from their desirable personality. German Shepherds are loyal, courageous, and
confident. They make great family pets and can form strong bonds with the humans they love.
Training
Trainability is another important factor to consider when choosing between a Doberman
vs German Shepherd. Dobermans are extremely eager to please, making them highly receptive
to obedience training. Training is vital to the breed at a young age, so they do not become

destructive and unmanageable due to boredom. Training should be paired with socialization to
create a well-rounded canine citizen. Beyond obedience, these dogs also do well in tracking
events and agility courses.
German Shepherds do best when they are introduced to training classes and socialization at a
young age. Like the Doberman, German Shepherds enjoy pleasing their owners and are
extremely receptive to training. The breed does best with reward-based training that’s
implemented consistently. Once they adapt to their obedience skills, these dogs do well in
agility, herding, tracking, and dock diving.
Grooming
The grooming needs of the Doberman Pinscher are straightforward. Because they have
a short coat, they do best with an occasional bath. A quick daily once-over with a brush or
grooming mitt is all they need to keep their coats in pristine condition. Nails should be trimmed
at least once a month and regular teeth brushing is advised.
As for the German Shepherd, they also require regular dental cleanings, nail trimmings, and
baths. Unlike the Doberman, German Shepherds do best when they’re brushed every few days.
However, once or twice a year, they shed more than they usually do. During this time, more
frequent brushings are advised. This will help alleviate some of the shedding.
Health
When it comes to Doberman vs. German Shepherd health, both canines are relatively
hardy. Dobermans as a breed are more prone to bloat, which can be life-threatening if it is not
caught early. Beyond that, Dobermans have a genetic disposition for hip dysplasia,
hypothyroidism, and cardiomyopathy. With proper care, medical testing, and an educated
veterinarian, you can ensure that your Doberman will stay in prime condition.
German Shepherds can also suffer from bloat and hip dysplasia. In addition, the breed is also
known for running into issues with degenerative myelopathy and elbow dysplasia. Again, proper
care and evaluation can help manage and avoid these health issues.
Doberman vs. German Shepherd: Which breed is right for you?
Each breed has positive qualities that make them desirable pets. Focus on what’s most
important to you and your family and choose the breed that best fits your lifestyle. With either
choice, you’ll end up with a loyal companion, guardian, and lifelong friend.
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